Abstract
dynamism of resource capture by plants in highly informative ways. Here, we set out an agenda 23 for future developments in this research field, and explore how new technologies can deliver 24 this agenda. 
What is temporal dynamism and why is it important?
27 Understanding plant community composition and functioning are fundamental challenges in 28 ecology. It is not yet fully understood why specific communities exist at certain points in space 29 and time, why some communities are more diverse than others, and how diversity impacts 30 ecosystem function. In plant communities, many theories have been proposed to explain plant 31 coexistence including cyclical disturbance [1, 2] , different individual responses to species 32 interactions [3] , multiple limiting resources [4, 5] , intraspecific trait variation [6] , and facilitative 33 plant-plant interactions, particularly in extreme environments [7, 8] . 34 We argue that short-term (i.e. within-growing season) temporal dynamism (see 35 Glossary) in resource acquisition might be central to addressing these fundamental challenges. Temporal dynamism can be described as a form of heterochrony (see Glossary), controlled by 37 intrinsic gene expression but also influenced by external environmental factors such as climatic 38 conditions [9] . However, apart from in a few cases, within-growing season temporal dynamism 39 in resource acquisition is rarely considered as a topic in its own right, in part because it has 40 historically proven hard to measure. This contrasts, for example, to our knowledge of other 41 temporally dynamic processes such as plant phenology, about which much more is known. 42 Phenological studies have shown the importance of the timing of key events in the 43 structure and functioning of plant communities [10] for the reasons we discuss below). A similar example is the phenology of hemi-parasitic plants. 78 The lifecycle of many hemi-parasites is shortened relative to its hosts, influencing nitrogen 79 cycling with earlier leaf fall than the host community [19, 20] 
